ACROSS
1 Eye 5 Wordless 10 Heron cousin 14 Actress Charlotte 17 Billiards shot 18 Actress Massey 19 Single: comb. form 20 Memorable Bombeck 22 Peep 23 Philadelphia mainline suburb 24 Family favorites 25 "The Piano Man," self-acclaimed 26 Hugs 28 Tribunal to avoid 31 Mineo 32 Reapers to be 33 Door part 34 Smallest greatest show 38 Peer Gyn’s mother 40 Fire starter 41 “Good Times” star Esther 42 Morning grain 43 Ozzie and Harriet 45 Wings, to Caesar 46 PanAm competitor, once 47 Sternward 49 Raise ___ and cry 50 Miscellany collection 53 Pete-Pan pooch 54 Minty cocktail 57 Produced 58 Peel the rind 60 Mitchell family 61 Tactless 63 Narrow-minded 67 Spiny saltwater creature 69 Actresses Ella or Cristina 70 Role for Brosnan 74 Gumshoe 75 Fine porcelain 76 Diving takeoff point, e.g. 79 Newsy note 83 Refuge from The Flood 84 Leaning tower city 85 Help! 86 Taradiddle 87 Slangy negative 88 Butler’s assistant 90 Mauna ___ 91 Longhorn rival 92 Damaged again 95 Nabokov novel 96 Recover 98 Fit it in 99 Quiver contents 101 Bruin great 102 Reprimand a person: sl. 106 Mocked playfully 110 Zenith 111 Hawkeye State 112 Bedrock wife 114 Night noise? 115 Next in line 116 Bottomland

DOWN
1 Diamond Head site 2 Network 3 Madcap peers of song 4 Situate 5 Rewards for those who wait? 6 In the manner of 7 Alfresco dining 8 Part of the extended family 9 French critic and philosopher 10 Dead end, e.g. 11 Voortrekker 12 Excited about 13 Average 14 Enlists again 15 In the vicinity 16 Come forth 17 FDR innovation 21 Reshape 27 Wallach or Whitney 29 Credit extender 30 Crepe de ___ 32 Milan’s La ___ 34 Kukla’s friend 35 “Damn Yankees” vamp 36 Joie de vivre 37 Boisterous fan 39 Pass 40 Sightseers’ leader 44 Any ship 46 Emergence 47 Fire’s residue 48 Govt. mortgage org. 50 Roguish 51 Pop label, once 52 Yemen capital 55 Conductor Georg 56 Matador’s march 57 Rodeo feature 59 Tad’s dad 62 Jeanne d’___ 63 Ava La Douce 64 Retreat 65 Connection 66 Hindu religious retreat: var.
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